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Negotiation
guide + worksheet



Once you have the words to describe kink, the next
step is to communicate what you want and don't
want with your play partner. One of the more in-
depth acts of communication we do in kink is called
Negotiation.
 
Negotiation is discussing your play beforehand to
establish what you each want to do, experience, feel,
any limits, boundaries, health issues, and more.
Negotiation allows for informed and explicit consent
for what is about to happen. It ensures that both
partners are connecting from a place of equality and
respect before play.
 
The following worksheets cover a variety of
negotiation questions, from safety and general
communication, to scene planning, aftercare, and
more. You can use these worksheets as a guide while
negotiating a scene, or if it's useful for you, fill it out
yourself for how you would answer the questions in
future play scenarios.
 
As a note, the questions have been written from the
perspective of a top asking a bottom, but can be
used in any direction of play or role. The important
thing is to search yourself for your authentic
answers, desires, and boundaries.

Navigating
Negotiation
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communication
is the heart of
kink & play



general negotiation
questions

Have you played with kink before? If so, how? What did you like or dislike about it?
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What are some fantasies you have? Kink scenes you've wanted to try?

Are you allergic to any materials (latex, jute, hemp, any foods if applicable)? 

Do you have any injuries, recent or not, and/or medical conditions that may affect play?



What do you want to feel and experience during the scene?  What do you not want to feel or
experience?  ex. Strong? Overpowered? Free? Restrained? Pain? Challenge? Honored? Fear? Fantasy?

Is there a narrative you feel will match that experience/feeling?  ex.Good girl rewarded? Bad boy
punished? Forced to do naughty things? Obedient? Bratty?  In control? Losing control?

Do you have any wants I should pay particular attention to before or during our play? Are there
things I can say or do that will bring you where you want to go?
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Will the scene be sexual? If yes, in what ways? Is orgasm important? 

intention setting



How would you prefer to negotiate details of play --  anything within a pool of things you want
is an option and nothing else? or anything is an option except a pool of things you don't want?
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scene specific
questions

Would you prefer a shorter or longer scene? More warm up or less? How intense should the
scene be and how would you prefer that intensity be paced?

How do you feel about blending kinks or combining types of play?
ex. impact during sexual play, pet play into bondage, wax play with knives

For communication during the scene, do you prefer direct communication ("I don't like that"
"Less on my thighs"), the stop light safe word system ("red" for stop, "yellow" for slow down), or
safe words that fit within the narrative/roleplay (ex. "mercy" for slow down)?

Do you become non-verbal or will our play inhibit verbal communication? What's an alternate
physical safe word you can use?



What does it look and/or sound like when you're having a good time in a scene?
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scene specific
questions cont.

What does it look and/or sound like when you're nearing the point to end a scene?

Is there anywhere that you would not like to be touched? Not like to feel pain, if applicable?

What does crying mean for you if it happens during this scene? How should I respond?

Are you okay with marks, and if yes, where are you okay with having them?

Do you have triggers to be aware of / avoid? If you are triggered, what does it look / sound like?
How should I respond if you are?



How are you doing physically right now?
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directly before
scene questions

How are you doing emotionally right now?

Has anything new come up since we last negotiated and now? Wants, needs, things to note?

Have you eaten and hydrated today / recently? Stretched, if applicable?

Would you like to do anything right before the scene to officially begin or set the space?



aftercare
preferences

Physical touch -- cuddles, pets, hugs, massage, etc.

Physical care -- water, snacks, ointment/lotion, cool air, blanket, etc.

Emotional care -- conversation, scene check-in, reassurances, etc.

Decompression with another individual first (specify who & logistics)

Other (specify what) 

What are your aftercare needs for this specific type of scene? (i.e. consider whether a fear play scene
makes you want more cuddles or less, does a heavy flogging mean ointment applied?, etc.)
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Add a check mark to the side if it's a preference, add any specifics in the
box below each category.



the pervocracy xcbdsm

oh joy sex toy kink academy

credit & huge thanks to the following individuals who taught me in-depth
negotiation skills; they made this guide possible through their work:

chiffon - instagram @duchesschiffon
oublietta & diaemone

oh joy sex toy

the pervocracy

Erika & Matthew team up with  Ariel Vittori to
talk about aftercare via illustration.

Cliff Pervocracy has created some great
worksheets for negotiating kink, sex, & more.
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resource list
other helpful guides for negotiation

kink academy
Kink Academy has free resources, plus mini-
courses, on communication & negotiation.

xcbdsm
Isaac Cross uses the acronym of LIMITS to guide
you through an in-depth negotiation.

http://pervocracy.blogspot.com/p/worksheets.html
https://xcbdsm.com/educational-offerings/handouts-and-resources/negotiation-guide/
https://www.ohjoysextoy.com/aftercare/
https://www.kinkacademy.com/


upcoming offers
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You've got the language, you're
ready to negotiate your play, but
there's more to learn on your
journey!
 
To hear about upcoming webinars &
classes on topics such as kink 101,
types of play, blending kinks, and
more, sign up for the mailing list on
my website.
 
 
You can also follow me on
Instagram to get updates.

Ready for the next step?

@unearthed.pleasures

http://unearthedpleasures.com/offers

